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Whats Cooking in Cinema 
exhibition

High Frame Rates for 2D and 3D

White screen for polarised 3D

Laser Light Sources in Projection

High / Extedended Color Gamut

High / Extedended Dynamic Range



Whats Cooking in Cinema 
exhibition

Barco Escape

Second Screen

High pressure mercury lamps

Boothless Cinemas

Emissive Screens



Additional Frame Rates

The IMAGO Proposals first presented to EDCF in 2004. 
Work been done in EDCF-T

2006: Presentation of the proposals during Amsterdam 
SMPTE DC28 meeting:  AFR Study group was formed

2007: Study Group report finished, SMPTE Ad Hoc 
Group formed.

2009: Additional Frame Rates published by SMPTE

2010: Archival Frame Rates published by SMPTE

2011: Additional Frame Rates to be published by ISO

2011: Creation of High Frame Rates Study Group



Additional Frame Rates

25 fps
30 fps
50 fps
60 fps



Bert Easey Award from BSC

“To Kommer 
Kleijn, for his 
achievement in 
implementing the 
60 frame rate 
proposal as an 
addition to the 
International 
Standard for 
digital projection”



Archival Frame Rates

In collaboration wit the FIAF Technical 
Committee

Goal: better access to archive content

Goal is not to approach shooting speed, but to 
approach the projection speeds used at the 
time of first presentation of the movies.

Agreement on acceptable error of 1 fps



Archival Frame Rates

16 fps
18 fps
20 fps
22 fps



What's New
Standardization

High Frame Rates 48, 50 and 60 fps per eye (96, 
100, 120 fps total) standardized by SMPTE 21DC 
in 2013

ISO standardization soon to follow (expt 2017)



What's New
Industry need for HFR

Peter Jackson's “Hobbit” @48 fps/eye 3D

Eugenie Jansen's “Above Us All” @50 fps/eye 3D

Avatar II and III shooting parts in 60 fps/eye 3D
New Ang Lee movie now shooting 120 fps/eye

Reason: lack of temporal resolution and strobing 
more disturbing in 3D than in 2D

Detail perception much better in HFR

Douglas Trumbull and Showscan Digital

HFR before 4K ?  - 2D HFR widely available



ABOVE US ALL



2 Passionate HFR supporters united

“”



Hardware support for AFR/HFR

 



HFR – compatibility

2D HFR almost universally available in digital 
cinema theatres today

3D HFR is proposed as an optional theatre 
feature. (Like 3D and 4K already are)

Some HFR content will have LFR versions, but 
not all (not like 3D and 4K)

3D MFR (30 fps) very widely available

4K HFR emerging - yet only one (but large) 
manufacturer – needed for full use of 4K



Advantages of HFR

Significant enhancement of visual detail (spacial 
resolution) during movement, but also in general

Significantly better movement portrayal

Removes occurences of “Judder” or “Strobo”

Freedom of movement for camera and action 
allows for new developments in film language

Removes obligation to use large sensors and 
shallow depth of field while it stays available but  
now as an esthetic creative choice



24 fps “Nostalgia”
(or the love for artefacts)

Low temporal resolution creates artefacs  like 
“Judder”, “Strobo” and motion blur

Many people associate these artefacts with the 
distinction “cinema / television”

TV enjoys HFR from its very beginning!

Storytelling and theater environment is what 
defines cinema. Spectators will adapt quickly.

Compare with dust, weaving, sound, color

24/25 SFR will remain available as a choice

It is possible to switch HFR/SFR during a show



HFR -  Movement Portrayal

Frame Rate is like a sample rate for movement

A higher sample rate will describe movement 
with more resolution - temporal resolution

Actors moves are more precisely recorded and 
rendered - higher dramatic impact

Absence of artefacts allows for more attention to 
the story and more creative freedom

Absence of judder particulary benefical to 3D



HFR -  Freedom of Movement

Temporal resolution of the HVS is much higher 
than 24, close to 60 (cfr Marty Banks et all)

24/25 creates “Forbidden movement range” 
(between 7 and 1 second per screen with)

HFR abolishes this restriction and therefore 
allows for new developments in film language

If HFR movement portrayal capabilities are used 
to its full extend then SFR reductions are not 
possible  (these would become unwatchable)



HFR main goal: Spacial Resolution

24 fps filming exposes 1/48th of a second: 
Anything that moves is severely blurred even 
when moving only slightly, hardly ever more than 
1K) -  Q:  Why not shorten exposure?

A: Blurring is needed to hide strobing / judder

-> HFR is a condition to enhance resolution <-

We can not really have a higher resolution than 1 
or 2K on our main subjects unless we go HFR

Large sensors and shallow depth of field are also 
used to remove background strobing / judder



HFR to enhance spacial resolution

Studies are needed to evaluate the detailed 
parameters and quantify the exact gain

Research project to be started at RITCS Film 
School in Brussels next year

It is possible that the enhancements seen with 
120fps recording are actually due to the 
shortened exposure time only.

When 60 fps is shot with a 90 degree shutter it  
may yield the same result as 120fps. (1/240 exp)

60 fps seems to fully exclude all judder



HFR – SFR compatibility

The Hobbit : HFR features could be used only 
partly to allow also for 24 fps copies to be made 
because  there still was an abundant presence of 
analog film theatres at that time

Now that digital conversion of theaters is 
complete, HFR may hopefully develop fully

Speed of 48 fps expected to dissapear becaue of 
limited aftermarked incompatibility

60 fps priviledged for distribution to all media



HFR – SFR media compatibility
48 fps → 60 fps

48 fps was usefull for making 24 fps reductions 

But 48 fps is not supported on DVD or Blu-Ray

Blu-Ray and DVD supports 60 fps (and 50 fps) 

3D Blu-Ray supports 60 fps/eye (and 50 fps/eye)

60 fps supported by all image rendering devices

Frame rate conversions damage image quality, 
both resolution as well as movement portrayal 
quality, mouvement smoothness and thus modify 
the original content (especially animation)



Low light levels for 3D projection

Recom. light level for 2D projection is 14fl

All 3D systems have important light loss

Light levels for 3D projection - 4 to 5 fl

Lower levels than these are often seen

Significant reduction in contrast and power

Inferior perception of shadow detail



Cinema Screen Gain

Source: www.harkness-screens.com



Cinema Screen Gain
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Cinema Screen Gain
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Cinema Screen Gain

Source: www.harkness-screens.com



Silver Screen for 2D

Source: John Christian Rosenlund FNF, "People in the sun", C 
Maipo 2011, Screen: Cinema: Klingenberg Kino Oslo



Silver Screen for 3D

Source: John Christian Rosenlund FNF, "People in the sun", C 
Maipo 2011, Screen: Cinema: Klingenberg Kino Oslo



Silver Screen for 3D

Source: www.harkness-screens.com



Silver Screen for 3D

Source: www.harkness-screens.com



Silver Screen Reflection Gain

Source: www.harkness-screens.com



Silver Screen 3D Extinction 
Ratio

 



RealD precision white 3D screen, 
better contrast, 1.70 Gain, less 

compromise for 2D show

Source: www.harkness-screens.com



RealD precision white 3D screen, 
only slightly better ext ratio

Source: www.harkness-screens.com



Conclusions (from 
cinematographers pov)

Cinematographers would like to recommend light 
distribution to stay within one stop (50%) like is required 
by the standards and is the case with classic 1.4 screens

Cinematographers would like to recommend that in 
future 3D systems will also achieve 14 fl projection

In the mean time consider to block front row corner seats 
when the screen is high gain, especially if show is 3D

Consider (automatically) removable (moving) 3D screens 
to at least preserve 2D presentation quality.



Whats Coocking in Cinema 
exhibition

High Frame Rates for 2D and 3D

White screen for polarised 3D

Laser Light Sources in Projection

High / Extedended Dynamic Range

High / Extedended Color Gamut



Laser Light Sources in 
Projection

Replaces Xenon lamp, the image is still 
rendered with DMD/DLP chips

Direct laser projection not possible yet for 
securety reasons (mainly scanner failure 
riliability)

Laser ight sources have both advantages 
and desadvantages



Laser Light Sources
Advantages

* Higher light output (+ 1 stop extra compared to Xenon) 
        - providing for bigger screens
        - or some slight HDR in 2D

* Output gain bigger for 3D (+2 stops): 

        - because of of 6p systems or build in polarization 
gaining a second stop (no filter needed in the projector)

        - resulting in bigger 3D screens (but still dark)

        - _or_ 3D screens with better light levels (up to 14 Fl)

        - Can help for the use of white polarised screens

        - However, it is or, or, or, only one at the time....



Laser Light Sources
Advantages

* Larger color space than Xenon (purer primaries)
        - Allows for full P3 color space through 'Dolby' or 
Infitec style anaglyph glasses
        - _or_ REC2020 color space reproduction (but not 
both, again, or, or)

* Can be modulated to adapt between 2D and 3D shows
        - Xenon = only 50% dimming = 1 stop
        - Laser = down to 12% dimming = 3 stops

* Long or 'projector life' 'bulb life' (up to 30.000 hours)

* Only 40% power consumption compared to Xenon



Laser Light Sources
Desadvantages

* 



Laser Light Sources
Challenges

* Still expensive to acquire altough potential reward in long term
* Problems due to narrow spectrum emission of laser light sources
         - Specle - solved by multiple laser sources - incoherence, 
but attention because of cost !! May re-appear by economics
         - Color fringing due to limited narrow spectrum
               .This looks a lot like convergence errors (but dissapears 
when you approach the screen)
               .Fringes generate in HVS not in projection system
               .Problem stronger for patrons with glasses or lenses
               .More pronounced when sitting away from the screen
               .Needs more colors sources to get solved (more 
continuous spectrum) (not likely to happen because of costs......)



Laser Light Sources
Challenges

    - Viewer Metamerism  - Viewers are perceiving laser 
reproduced colors differently from person to person

         .Humans have individual spectral sensivity curves!

         .The consecutive brains are trained to these curves but 
did so while using continuous spectra

          .Narrow spectrum illumination makes the indicidual 
differences in spectral sensivity more significant, and 
creates differences in color perception watching the same 
laser illuminated performance......

          .Importance of this may possibly be underestimated.



Special case: Phosphor laser 
source  projector

  - Only blue lasers  ( = cheaper)

  - Red and Green created by phosphor exitation by blue

  - Specle risk on Blue only (not very disturbing)

  - No color fringing (phosphors have wide spectrum)

  - Only medium power (For small screens up to 8 metres)

  - Interesting solution for small [boothless] theatres

  - No lamp changes during projector life

  - Low maintenance, low power consumption



Laser Light Sources
Barco 6p system Brussels



Barco 6p system Brussels



Laser Light Sources
Barco 6p system Brussels



Laser Light Sources
Christie 6p system @ IBC



Whats Coocking in Cinema 
exhibition

High Frame Rates for 2D and 3D

White screen for polarised 3D

Laser Light Sources in Projection

High / Extedended Color Gamut

High / Extedended Dynamic Range



High / Extedended Color Gamut

- Based on REC 2020 for UHDTV (upgrade from 709)

- Laser light source projectors can achieve this (but _not_ 
in combination with Dolby / Infitec 3D glasses)

- Visual differences with P3 are quite small (bigger 
difference when starting from from 709)

- Some extremely saturated colors can now be reproduced 
that were not possible with P3

- No differences in other (regular) colors

- No general image quality enhacement

- Story telling value seems small except for extreme cases

- In combination with HDR it may eventually be of more 
value



High / Extedended Dynamic 
Range

- Darker Blacks - Brighter whites

- Confusion on what the new levels would be

- Lack of agreement on levels to be applied, let alone 
standards

- Dolby Vision   (+ 8 stops ?)

- Experiental cinema in The Netherlands claims HDR with 
only 2,5 stops of extra DR 

- 'Real HDR' (18 stops) not possible in projection on white 
screen -  Probably only with emisssive (dark) screens



High / Extedended Dynamic 
Range

  



High / Extedended Dynamic 
Range

  - 



High / Extedended Dynamic 
Range

  



High / Extedended Dynamic 
Range – Power conumption



High / Extedended Dynamic 
Range

  - Economically feasible in cinema ??

  - No projection technology is anywhere near powerfull 
enough today, emissive screens are technically possible 
but but are far too expensive for cinema at this time

    - HDR likely to be used for TV first, before cinema !

    - HDR professional monitors do exist today

- Problem for cinematographers is: What 
contrast range will we produce for? 
Standards needed!! Conversion not trivial!
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Whats Coocking in Cinema 
exhibition

Barco Escape

Second Screen

High pressure mercury lamps

Boothless Cinemas

Emissive Screens



Barco Escape - System 
'Triptique'- 3 Projectors

 



Barco Escape
Reflections hightens black level ….

   



   Barco Escape
Movie title 2014

   



   Barco Escape
Movie title 2015

   



Barco Escape – Only a few 
Installed Theatres

   



  Second Screen
(Interactive Cinema)

 



  Second Screen
Titles – Also on BD

 



High pressure mercury lamps

- Cheaper Lamps than Xenon, and 
easier to replace

- Power efficiency limited because of 
lack of red color, solved by heavy 
filtering of green to achieve P3

- Proper P3 colors space is achieved

- Not a problem for us at this time



Boothless Cinemas

Projector build into soundproof 
box against theatre ceiling

Entirely remote controlled

More difficult for maintenance

Extra incentive for laser source



Emissive Screens – Cinema 
screens of the future?

  LED wall, 0,4 or 0,3mm pitch, no projector
* Technology exists but still a number of challenges

           - Prohibitively Expensive

           - Color uniformity is a particular challenge as LED's 
need to come from the same batch (solved by spare parts, or
local re-calculation with processors build into tiles)

           - Directional Color uniformity in tri-color LED

           - Copy protection not yet solved for data transport

           + Potential candidate for 'real HDR' (19 stops) BUT

                - Huge Power consumption for HDR (+cooling)

                - High levels of Electro-Magnetic Radiation



Emissive Screens

 



Emissive Screens

 



Emissive Screens

 



Emissive Screens

 



Emissive Screens

 



Thank you

Thank you for your attention.

Please feel free to contact me on

kommer@imago.org

Kommer Kleijn SBC
www.kommer.com
kommer@imago.org

Oslo Digital Cinema Conference, 30 Oktober 2015

http://www.kommer.com/
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